STORM COLLAR

DISCHARGE STACK, SEE PLANS FOR HEIGHT & SIZE
(SEE NOTE 7)

SHEET METAL TO COVER FLEX DUCT

SEE DUCT SUPPORT DETAIL

STORM COLLAR

2.5' X "D" MIN.

8" NEOPRENE WITH STAINLESS STEEL STEEL CLAMPS

VIBRATION ISOLATORS AS REQUIRED

DRAIN WITH PLUG

REDWOOD SLEEPERS ON NEW ROOF SYSTEM ROOFOVER SLEEPERS WITH SHEET METAL CAP OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

REDWOOD SLEEPERS ON EXISTING ROOF MASTIC ON ROOF WALK PAD WITH SHEET METAL CAP OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

NOTES:
1. PROVIDE GUIDE WIRE SUPPORTS AS REQUIRED.
2. GALVANIZED METAL CAPS TO BE PROVIDED ON SLEEPERS.
3. PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR STACK AS REQUIRED PER CODE.
4. PROVIDE ELECTRIC DISCONNECT AND HIGH EFFICIENCY ELECTRIC FAN MOTOR
5. PROVIDE REDWOOD SLEEPER WITH METAL CAP, WITH MASTIC ON WALK PAD AND (E) ROOFING SYSTEM 6.
   PROVIDE REDWOOD SLEEPER WITH ROOF OVER FOR NEW ROOFING SYSTEM, COVER SHEET METAL CAP OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT
6. IF EXHAUST FAN DOES NOT OPERATE 24/7, MAKE PROVISION FOR RAIN WATER DRAINAGE